
A PERFECTLY DESIGNED
SMALL BATHROOM

We accompany Marie and Oliver on their discovery
tour of the micro apartment designed by Blum‘s
Requirement Research Department.

A bathroom classic

The bathroom is fitted with a classic mirror cabinet. The mirror doors are attached securely
with CRISTALLO hinges from the CLIP top BLUMOTION range. The large opening angle of the
hinges makes the mirror cabinet ideal for storing all kinds of toiletries. Everyday essentials
are immediately to hand. Other care products and utensils are kept under the washbasin.
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A perfectly designed small bathroom

https://www.blum-inspirations.com/en/


U-shape drawer for more bathroom
storage

“I was really surprised by the drawers under the washbasin. What a fantastic solution for
under-sink cabinets in kitchens and bathrooms,” says Oliver. The U-shaped pull-outs
maximise the storage space available. The sink pull-out can be designed to fit the shape of
the washbasin and/or sink.



Touch to open

“I really like handle-less fronts – and when a sleek look is combined with electrical opening
support and soft and effortless closing, well, I’m hooked,” says Marie. The couple quickly
latched on to Blum’s SERVO-DRIVE and BLUMOTION motion technologies. For Oliver, they
are a must. “That’s just what I want in our new flat,” says the future city dweller.



Pure functionality: Washing machine
cabinet

The washing machine is opposite the shower. A matching SPACE TWIN cabinet has been
fitted next to it. The narrow cabinet has been equipped with the SERVO-DRIVE electrical
opening system. But that’s not all. It also contains a small, fold down drying rack!
“Obviously, it’s not for all the washing, just for single items,” explains Belinda and adds:
“But it’s very practical for hanging up towels in the bathroom.”

Marie and Oliver think that the bathroom solutions would also work well in their own
apartment in Berlin. Thanks to Belinda’s input and the ideas presented by Blum’s
Requirement Research Department, they know what to think about when planning and
furnishing their flat.



All advantages at a glance

Highly functional bathroom with
a tiny footprint

Space-saving ergonomic
washing machine installed at
body height

U-shaped pull-out under the
sink for extra storage space

Maximised storage thanks to
compact utility cabinet
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Find out more

STORAGE SPACE

The mini
apartment
experiment: living
in 22 m²

STORAGE SPACE

Entrance area: The
perfect storage for
everything

BEDROOM

Living and
sleeping in a micro
home

KITCHEN

Mini kitchen, big
space
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